
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of manager, customer marketing. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for manager, customer marketing

Manage portfolio of customer and consumer facing marketing materials
including sales collateral, merchandising and point of sales materials
Contributes to a sustainable and healthy customer / category growth through
promotions evaluation, including promo mechanism conclusion and
recommendation based on ROI and volume uplift point of view, and provide
feedback on promo / activation guidelines and next steps to be followed in
close collaboration with Sales and Marketing
Guide and advise Sales and Marketing leadership to optimize key customer
marketing programs
Define vertical marketing segments and manage research efforts and
program planning for sales teams and customers
Manage daily operations and ongoing promotional activities for sales trade
programs
Advise sales and marketing managers on the preparation of customer
presentations
Partner with sales team members to deliver against brand/business
objectives within the Hardware and Home Improvement Channel (Menards,
Home Depot, Lowes)
Work on common projects with Marketing and Sales teams, to help shape
brand strategy and ensure customer centric plans
Define together with Sales team main indicators to be developed and
measured through a dedicated and custom scorecard by customer with
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Contribute to the customer / category growth based on analysing and
defining the right assortment and the right shelf presence recommendation
custom and in line with RB’s strategy and matching the customer’s potential

Qualifications for manager, customer marketing

Innovative thinker capable of operating both in a strategic capacity and a
hands-on /execution capacity-Advanced knowledge and experience with
marketing automation systems and knowledge of Salesforce.com
Professional and self-motivated leader and team member, that can organize
and manage projects a cross functions and with multiple stakeholders and
contributors
Technical knowledge of the latest digital marketing tools and channels,
including Customer Relationship Management platforms and marketing
automation platforms
Education, Minimum Four year degree
Comms/contact strategy – setting the comms and contact strategy
Deliver best in class communications and journeys that are insight and data
driven


